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The deadly actions set in motion by Collin St. Germain during the Gulf War created a catastrophic

chain of events, resulting in an IED triggered homeland terrorist attack over a decade later. In 2008,

Fort Bliss was targeted by one of its own: Army Captain Burak Yilmaz. When itâ€™s discovered that

Collinâ€™s wife has close ties to the Captain, she is thrust into the spotlight of a national

investigation that leaves her scorned by the nation. Now, the time has come for her to confess what

happenedâ€”what really happened with her marriage, her trial, and Captain Yilmazâ€”to the new love

of her life before the couple embarks on a perilous mission to Africa. But, when movie star James

Bayer learns the truth about what haunts Lauren St. Germain, will he still want her in his life?
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Five Stars--A Very Entertaining Read-- "While reading the first few pages of The Path of Least

Resistance, I wasn&apos;t sure how Downing would continue Lauren&apos;s story and instead,

she gives new perspective to an already well-rounded character. The storytelling in The Path of

Least Resistance is unique in its ability to weave through genres like homeland security, romance,

and the supernatural without batting an eye or losing any of the realism that&apos;s required to fully

embrace the struggles these charactersÂ are going through. Downing has a special ability to

immerse the reader in every scene and every character she writes. Her dialogue and writing style

are so in sync that there&apos;s rarely a dull moment. The story does jump around at times which



can be a bit jarring, but Downing always makes sure each scene and character have purpose for

the overall story. Very entertaining read!"Â  -Kenneth Atchity, LiteraryManager, Producer, Author,

The Story MerchantFive Stars--This is a Series I am Beyond Excited About--"Leah Downing has

successfully followed up her debut novel with another fascinating story combining real-life

successes and failures with suspicion and the paranormal. Her dialogue is honest and exciting and

possesses a natural flow. I already loved the character or Lauren, but after reading The Path of

Least Resistance, I have an entirely new and stronger respect for her." -Jen Thomason, Dandelions

Inspired: Reading & Reviewing Amazing BooksFive Stars--AMAZING...ADDICTIVE...and not to be

missed--"Be prepared to immediately pick up Catch a Falling Star to read again once you finish The

Path of Least Resistance!" Â  -Jesse Neidt, Intuitive Consultant, jesseneidt.com/Five

Stars--Outstanding Novel that Instantly Connects the Reader to Story--"Once again Leah Downing

proves her talent for weaving a mystical story that hooks you from the first page, takes you on an

engaging ride, and leaves the reader wanting more! Downing has fast become one of my favorite

authors. I was so blown away by the ending that I read the last few chapters a second time.Â 

-Laura Kelly, Bestselling Author of Splintered ReflectionsFive Stars--The minute I finished reading

The Path of Least Resistance, I was ready for Book Three--"I had the same &apos;problem&apos;

with this book as I did with the first--, I could NOT put it down! I stayed up all night the first night

reading The Path of Least Resistance that I had to FORCE myself to go to bed halfway through! I

hope Book Three comes out soon. In the meantime, I&apos;m re-reading Book One: Catch a Falling

Star."Â Â  -Dr. Kristy Ingebo, MD

With no calculation or forethought, Collin made the next move. "I came over here because I wanted

to tell you that I&apos;ve been thinking. I&apos;ll go to counseling with you." Her reaction

wasn&apos;t the joyous one he&apos;d expected. "Why?" She sat up and faced him. "Why now?

What made you change your mind?""Ten, nine, eight, seven, six...!" The shouting from the party

overtook the music. "Um, Happy New Year, honey." His face dipped to hers. "Happy Anniversary,"

she countered. He kissed her full on the mouth. Book Two of the Shooting Stars Series answers the

question everyone is dying to know. What happened to Collin? Bestselling author Leah Downing

delivers.. and then some...in this highly-anticipated sequel to her debut novel, Catch a Falling

Star.Â Praise for Catch a Falling Star: 2016 WINNERBeverly Hills International Book Awards Cross

Genre Fiction"Amazing, genre-defying story..." -Dandelions Inspired: Reading & Reviewing Amazing

Books!Â "Fun paced, mysterious, and sexy!" -5 Out of 5 Stars



I have been waiting to get my hands on this book ever since finishing the last page of

DowningÃ¢Â€Â™s Catch a Falling Star! Not surprisingly, DowningÃ¢Â€Â™s second book, The Path

of Least Resistance, did not disappoint. She produced yet another page turner that even as a busy,

full time working mom, I just simply could not put down. So many of my questions from her first book

were answered and now I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait to get my hands on the next one. It was very creative

and captivating to go back in time to understand the true backstory of what we learned in CFS. It

even further deepened my relationships with the characters and brought them into a whole new

light. I love the twists and turns the author takes you through with the story  each chapter

gets better and better! A definite must read.

There are certain accomplished authors that can paint a picture with their words. Words that are so

carefully chosen that they make you feel that you are actually living the scene with the characters.

Leah has this gift. Her newest book is engaging, entertaining and keeps you involved and absorbed

right to the end.

I really enjoyed this book, it was suspenseful and highly descriptive giving me a sense of visualizing

the action. I would recommend this book to anyone who likes love, action and mystery novels.

Great read! I couldn't put the book down and can't wait for more.

Downing's attention to detail surrounding the inner workings of the US military and government were

phenomenal. IÃ¢Â€Â™m not familiar with that world but I clearly understood what was going on and

I was fascinated by it! I canÃ¢Â€Â™t wait for the third book to read what happens next!

The second book was much anticipated after the cliffhanger ending of Catch a Falling Star. Enjoyed

the surprising and engaging turn of events in the sequel and I couldn't put it down. Very entertaining

book series and can't wait for he third book.

Book two in this series is great! Can't wait for the 3rd installment!

I loved this book and am so excited to see where this series goes. Witty writing and an insider view

into the security clearance world.
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